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Abstract: .Computer support of traditional group process methodologies has given
rise to a particular class of Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) which
concentrates on face-to-face interactions of individua~ in groups. Face-to-face
systems increase the effectiveness ofgroup decision making through structuring the
group process. Experimental research has shown that GDSS systems are effective in
enhancing group decision peiformance. GDSS systems are most productive when
effective structured group process methods are appropriateo/ supported by computer
technology. IS educators and students can employ GDSS technologies through the
use of a Microcomputer, an· overhead data display, and an integrated software
package. As future facilitators of the group process, IS students will be important
disseminators of GDSS and accompanying group process methods.
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IN1RODUCTION

The new OPMAcurriculum model
for the 90's marked a departure from
previous curriculum models. It articulated
the philosophy and underlying principles
for the curriculum without detailing
specific courses. An overall architecture
composed of knowledge clusters details
the body of knowledge that constitutes
the curriculum. Another unique aspect
of the curriculum model was the method
by which it was developed. "Group
decision support system (GOSS) tools
were used to help facilitate the
development of the model." (OPMA,
1990)

interact and understand a more diverse
user group. Today and in the future, IS
professionals will need ever improving
communications and facilitator skills...IS
professionals must understand the
planning pr~~ it relates the enterprise
being served." (OPMA, 1990) The
emerging GOSS technology promises to
make group communications and decision
making more effective. Introduction to
GOSS can thus contribute to student
curriculum outcomes. It can focus
students' communication skills and foster
planning skills by using traditional group
process methods supported by technology.

methods with current microcomputer
software and hardware.
GDSS DEFINITION, S1RUCfURE
ANDO~

Group decision support systems are
part of a broad class of emerging group
work technologies. Two major systems
streams support group work: computer
mediated communication (CMC) and
group decision support systems (GOSS)
(Gallupe and McKeen, 1990). Group
decision support systems use technology
to support problem solving in group
decision situations thereby improving the
performance and effectiveness of the group
(Vogel and Nunamaker, 1990).

This paper defines GOSS structure
and objectives, surveys the current research
Several underlying principles of the
and suggests a low cost alternative to
curriculum speak to group decision
working with GOSS in the classroom by
Within GOSS, systems can be
support systems. "IS professionals must
supporting traditional group process
distinguished (Gallupe & McKeen, 1990)
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